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Disappearing in Desegregation
Brown v. Board of Education (1954) is one of the
most celebrated decisions in the American legal canon.
Progress narratives cast the Supreme Court’s decision to
strike down formal segregation in schools, overruling its
“separate but equal” holding in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896),
as an unqualiﬁed victory for racial equality and access to
education. As constitutional law scholar Jack Balkin observes in What Brown v. Board of Education Should Have
Said, “the idea of Brown remains largely sacred in American political culture.”[1]
is fetishization of the idea of Brown has hidden
from view some of its darker sociological realities. e
focus on Brown as a turning point, as a discrete moment,
has elided the tortuously drawn-out process that was desegregation. e Supreme Court, in its follow-up decision known as Brown II, rejected the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People’s (NAACP) argument for immediate desegregation and instead ordered
that desegregation occur “with all deliberate speed.”[2]
Supporters of segregation seized on this vague standard
as an opening for strong resistance, stalling formal desegregation for years, even decades.[3]
When desegregation did occur, it fundamentally altered and in many cases abolished “an anchor of the
southern black community”–the black school [4]. Southern white administrators actively displaced black educational leaders, particularly principals.[5] e NAACP decision to aack segregation, rather than stay the course
of equalized school and teacher funding, had costs. And
black educators were among the groups that bore these
most.[6]
Christine Woyshner’s e National PTA, Race, and
Civic Engagement, 1897-1970 is part of a growing literature that places the well-known gains of Brown in context
with these lesser-examined losses.[7] Woyshner’s history
of the National Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) is the
ﬁrst comprehensive study of the role of race in one of

the largest volunteer organizations of the twentieth century. Woyshner’s careful account of the top-down origins of the white PTA and the boom-up emergence of
the black PTA will interest lawyers, historians, sociologists, and educational scholars. e PTA is an important
site for historical study because of its inﬂuential role in
curricular reform and school funding. More generally,
it represented a microcosm of the larger national bales
around race and education. e federated structure of
the PTA–modeled aer the United States government–
allowed state PTA segregation to persist even aer the
national PTA adopted formal integration. is is a story
of political advocacy, racial upli and suppression, and
an ongoing national preoccupation with race and the
child.
Woyshner’s monograph is the culmination of extensive archival research. She has surveyed myriad primary
documents from the white PTA, including minutes of
meetings, photographs, state histories, periodicals, and
members’ private papers. One of the challenges Woyshner faced in her work on race was a dearth of original
documents from the black PTA. In contrast to the white
PTA, few original collections on the black PTA remain.
Woyshner relies heavily on two organizational histories
of the black PTA and the Georgia Colored Congress, as
well as back issues of the respective groups’ newspapers.
e paucity of records on the black PTA is symptomatic
of the broader eclipse of black leadership when the PTA
desegregated. As Woyshner notes, “when Southern state
and local PTA units integrated, the many documents of
the black association were not kept despite one of the
provisions of the uniﬁcation agreement” being that these
documents would be given an “honored place” (p. 198).
In a cruel irony, the historical record of black advocacy
was submerged at the very moment that integration was
achieved.
Woyshner begins her study with the origins of
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the white PTA. is part of the historical discussion
is labyrinthine because so many associations preceded
what became the “Parent-Teachers Association.” Initially
founded as the National Congress of Mothers (NCM) during the height of the late nineteenth-century women’s
club movement, the PTA provided an early opportunity
for women “to enact their political lives before the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment” (p. 5). e NCM
was founded as a top-down, nationally centralized organization that drew support from existing networks of
women’s clubs. e federated-network structure mediated conﬂict between local diﬀerence and national consistency in PTA work. Woyshner makes a plausible case
to resist monolithic descriptions of the racial, gender, and
class ideology of the early PTA. She notes that many participants in the early PTA were commied to evolving
notions of child welfare and to displays of “unity across
class, religion, and even race” (p. 20). e instruction that
“no hats be worn” to the ﬁrst annual meeting of the NCM,
for example, was intended to signal interclass unity. And,
yet, the fact that it was “white, upper-class society matrons leading the charge” (p. 20) revealed a disparity between the semiotics of class unity and the material reality
of upper-class leadership.

groups had important material and ideological stakes. As
Woyshner stresses, fundraising was “imbued with gender
and racial dynamics” (p. 109). White PTA women raised
considerable funds through the post-WWI era and in doing so gained inﬂuence over male school administrators.
Fundraising in turn became implicated in struggles between PTA volunteers and professional educators over
who would drive curricular reform and wield administrative power. For white male school administrators, PTA
fundraising became a “double-edged sword” (p. 89).
African American organizers and educators could ill
aﬀord such tussles over eﬀective control. Material deprivation, the result of vastly unequal funding for African
American schools and teachers, was the overriding concern of the black PTA. As Woyshner recounts, “in segregated schools, fundraising took on a greater sense of
urgency because it was a necessity; without it there
would be no schools and no books and materials” (p. 89).
Whereas white parent-teacher associations were holding
bake sales for non-essential materials by the 1920s, black
associations continued to focus on essential supplies and
racial upli.
e necessity of black fundraising was dismissed by
many white PTA leaders who objected to fundraising
overwhelming other elements of the PTA mandate. Some
PTA leaders were critical of black fundraising activities because they believed it “would lead to gambling or
other immoral acts” (p. 116). Marguerite Taylor, a white
state-level oﬃcial in Missouri, cautioned that fundraising
activities should be kept “in proper relationship to the
real purpose for which the organization is structured–
the welfare of children” (p. 117). By casting child welfare
and fundraising in oppositional terms, Taylor purveyed a
view of child welfare work as aﬀective and nonmaterial.
e archetype was the innocent (white) child in need of
moral protection. Material deprivation (black) was read
out by this aﬀective frame.

Woyshner suggests that displays of unity would soon
be tempered by growing anxieties over race and education. What had begun as a formally nondiscriminatory
organization in 1897 would by 1920 bar black associations from its membership. us, even as the PTA gained
in membership following World War I, it became structurally divided by a color line marking “race and diﬀerence” (p. 195).
Woyshner continues this story with the rise of the
National Congress of Colored Parents and Teachers (the
black PTA). In contrast to the top-down formation of the
white PTA, the black PTA emerged in 1926 from grassroots organizing among African American parents and
teachers in the South. “e ground-up development of
the black PTA allowed for a gradual building of an institutional infrastructure that relied on the strength and
leadership of existing African American organization” (p.
84). is project built on earlier waves of African American education and literacy advocacy. Here, Woyshner’s
work contributes to a growing literature on the history
of African American education.[8]

Material deprivation and racial inequality in education were also read out through internationalist projects.
In the 1920s and 1930s, as the white PTA began to emphasize the need for intercultural tolerance, it was able
to circumvent its own segregationist policies by emphasizing “international understanding over domestic race
relations” (p. 140). e “anarchy of empire” at home, to
borrow W. E. B. Du Bois’s words, was managed through
Woyshner argues that “in the history of the PTA, a beneﬁcent focus on the international.[9]
common, everyday acts had a power and force of their
By the end of World War II, however, these “tensions
own that have been overlooked” (p. 7). In other words, of empire” were becoming increasingly untenable.[10]
the groups’ quotidian acts of civic engagement had a pol- With the draing of the United Nations Charter, “the
itics. e fundraising work of the white and black PTA PTA seized the opportunity to promote the idea of the
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care and protection of children worldwide” (p. 140).
Woyshner argues that this engagement with the UN,
an organization in which many people were committed to minority rights and cultural tolerance, increasingly forced PTA leaders to address their own segregationist policies. New possibilities were created by institutional shi. During the middle decades of the twentieth
century, the organization’s magazine, National ParentTeacher, featured several articles questioning whether
democracies should permit prejudice in any form. e
black PTA likewise drew on ideas of world citizenship to
promote racial equality. Intercultural education in particular “became the vehicle that would help the black PTA
address such issues” (p. 144).
In her ﬁnal full chapter, “Diminishing as It Advanced,” Woyshner examines the impact of Brown v.
Board of Education on the PTA. e chapter title is drawn
from a 1961 organizational history wrien by a member
of the black PTA. at history ends with the lament: “So
the National Congress of Colored Parents and Teachers
marches on, diminishing as it advances” (quoted, p. 14).
Wrien a full decade before the last two state PTA units
would integrate, the statement captured the dilemma of
desegregation for African American organizers. While
almost all black PTA members shared the aim of integrated learning, they understood that desegregation
would spell real losses for African American students and
organizers. White segregationists would violently resist
black student presence in desegregated schools. Black
teachers, administrators, and organizers would be excluded in sweeping numbers, depriving black students of
formal black mentorship and educational guidance. To
advocate for integration was to act in spite of these costs.

Woyshner has excavated a key strand in the history of American civil society engagement in public
education. is is a history of teachers and parents.
Whereas desegregation is oen narrated through the
lens of institutions–the Supreme Court, district courts,
school districts, and law enforcement–Woyshner reveals
the centrality of parents in the political struggle for and
against desegregation. White PTA members who resisted
desegregation did so as parents who had a vested interest
in transmiing a racial and/or class supremacist ideology
to their children. As we face a public school system that is
as racially segregated today as it was in 1954, the politics
of parents, in relation to their own and other children,
warrant the degree of scrutiny Woyshner has paid them
here.
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